Introduction.
Let G be any given group of g homogeneous linear transformations on the indeterminates xi, • • • , x", with integral coefficients taken modulo m. Hurwitzf raised the question of the existence of a finite fundamental system of invariants of G in the case where m is a prime p, and obtained an affirmative answer when g is prime to p. DicksonJ subsequently obtained an affirmative answer for any g.
The general case presents great difficulty, owing to the fact that resolution into irreducible factors with respect to a composite modulus is not, in general, unique.
The present investigation is confined to the case in which there are two indeterminates x, y, and m is the square of a prime p. The given group will be denoted by H, the notation G being retained when m = p. It is proved that the p2 + 1 invariants Lp, Qp,pL"QB (a,ß = 0, 1, •••, p -1; a, ß not both zero),
form a fundamental system of (independent) invariants of the group H. Hence if we reduce all the transformations of H modulo p, we obtain all the transformations of G. 3. Definition. A rational and integral invariant of H is a polynomial I(x, y) in x and y with integral coefficients, which remains unchanged modulo p2 under every transformation (1). That is, (3) I(x',y') = I(ax + by, ex + dy) =I(x, y) (mod p2)
for all integers a, • • •, ¿such that ad -be = 1 (mod p2). Evidently any rational and integral invariant is a sum of homogeneous invariants; hence we restrict the investigation to the latter.
4. Theorem I. Let I(x, y) be a rational and integral invariant of H, and let Ii (x, y) be the polynomial obtained from I (x,y) by replacing each coefficient by its positive or zero residue modulo p.
Then Ii(x, y) will be a rational and integral invariant of G.
We have (3) for all transformations of H. Now I(x,y) = h(x,y) (modp) and I (ax + by, ex + dy) = Ii(ax + by, ex + dy) m Ii ( ai x + 6i y, cx x + di y ) ( mod p ), hence (4) Ii(x' ,y') = h(aix + biy,cix + diy)=li(x,y) (modp), and by § 2 this is true for all transformations of G,
where k is an integer,
Ri being a polynomial in its two arguments, with integral coefficients; moreover the Ti ( i = 1, 2, • • •, r ) contain no multiple factors, and are relatively prime modulo p. Hence I(x + py,y) = I(x,y) (modp2).
Hence either k = 0 ( mod p ), in which case the right member of (5) reduces to its second term, or
Let ( <7¿, 1 ) be a point at which Ti(x,y) vanishes. Then, for j j¿ i, T¡ ( x, y ) cannot vanish at (<?,•, 1 ); for, in that event, T¡(x, y) would be a factor of Ti(x, y) modulo p,* contrary to § 5. Therefore from (8) we have (9) ociT'iigi, l)asO (modp).
Hence either a,sO,or T't ( gi, 1 ) = 0 ( mod p ). In the latter case, by a known theorem on Galois imaginaries, Ti(x, 1 ) and T\ ( x, 1 ) have a common factor with integral coefficients modulo p. But ( §5) T,(x, 1) contains no multiple factor modulo p. Therefore! T\ ( x, 1 ) = 0 ( mod p ), whence (10) T'i(x,y)m0 (modp).
Hence we have Theorem II. In equation (5) Each term of (13) Hence the second term pF ( x, y ) of (5) is an invariant of H, and it follows from § 2 that F(x, y) is an invariant of G. Therefore pF(x, y) is the product of p by a polynomial in L and Q. It follows that if / ( x, y ) is any rational and integral invariant of H, (15) I(x,y) = S(Lp,Qv,pLaQ<>) (modp2),
where pL" Of denotes the set pL, pQ, pL2, pLQ, ■■■, pl?~x Qp~x, and S denotes a rational and integral function of its arguments, with integral coefficients.
Conversely, any rational and integral function of Lv, Qp, pL" Of, with integral coefficients, is a sum of invariants, and is therefore itself an invariant. Hence these p2 + 1 invariants form a fundamental system. 10. Theorem VI. The invariants of the fundamental system are independent. In view of the coefficients p, neither L" nor Qp can be expressed as a polynomial in the remaining invariants, with integral coefficients. Assume that pL"1 Of1, ax = p -1, ßx Si p -1, can be so expressed. Then (16) pL°iQOi = P(L»,Qp,pLaQi>)
identically in x, y. We may suppose that P contains no group of terms which vanishes identically modulo p2. Let mL"2 Of2 be any term of P; then pL"1 Qßl and mL"2 Of2 must be of the same total degree in x, y, and also of the same whence «i = a2, ßi = ß2. Hence P consists of the single term pL"1 Qßl.
Evidently pL"1 Qßl is not a product of fundamental invariants, hence the theorem is proved. 11. If we consider the total group
x' = ax + by, y' = ex + dy ( mod p2 ),
ad -be ^ 0 ( mod p ), we find, exactly as in Theorem IV, that Qp is an absolute invariant, and that IP, pL" Of are relative invariants of indices p, a, respectively.
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